A WORLD OF
KNOWLEDGE
EXPERTLY
DELIVERED

Small on hassle. Big on solutions.

TRUSTED
EXPERTISE
At Allseas Global Logistics we pride ourselves on handling the most
challenging, time-critical deliveries and we’ve built up a wealth of
unrivalled expertise to support this.

From door to door, we’ll work with you to plan
ahead, saving you time and money before your
shipment even reaches the starting line.
We’ll be on hand throughout to deliver safe,
swift solutions that respect the environment
and bring a global understanding of the
logistics world few can match.
Our wealth of in-house expertise has made us
a freight forwarder our clients trust to deliver
complex shipments faster, safer and more
efficiently. True specialists in our field, our
logistics network spans the globe and covers
land, sea and air. So however complex your
cargo, project or challenge, we’ll make it seem
surprisingly simple.

CONNECTING
THE WORLD
We’re far from a virtual operation in an anonymous office. We’re real people who
love to roll our sleeves up and get stuck in. We work together as one big global
team, connecting the world across a wide range of unique facilities.

Solid foundations

The tools to match

•	Our own headquarters and vast
logistics centre.

•	Our own flat racks, platforms,
open tops and mafis.

•	Strategically located offices in
key UK ports plus the Middle
East and Asia.

•	Our own fleet of lifting and
loading equipment.

•C
 arefully selected, trusted
partners across the globe.
•	Expert logistics advisors,
not just order takers.

•	All the equipment needed for
the very best, seamless,
door-to-door service.

Of course, global logistics is not just about the
physical world. Our Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) software seamlessly integrates with
industry standard interfaces and many more
applications besides. Giving access to the right
information without delay, it can also send and
receive bookings, B/L instructions, advanced
shipping notices and container status messages.
Meanwhile, our own system has an export
shipping rates matrix, able to give you a quote in
just two hours.

BREAKBULK &
OUT OF GAUGE
Our abnormal loads service covers all kinds of out
of gauge and heavy lift shipments. So much so,
we’ve become a leading specialist in big, complex
cargo shipping.

We’re proud to meet our clients’
needs, including organising
the transportation of Breakbulk
and non-containerised cargo,
often on-board deep sea
container ships.
Many of our people are
experienced in working for
shipping lines and port operators,
giving us a natural advantage
over many of our competitors.
Put simply, we know what can
be done and how best to do it.
That’s why we work closely with
the world’s most established
shipping lines and ports to plan
and organise the loading of Outof-Gauge and Breakbulk cargo.

We use specialised container
equipment such as flat racks,
platforms and open top
containers, versatile enough
to carry the bulk of out of
gauge movements. And with a
staggering payload capacity of
up to 45 tonnes on certain trade
lanes, our vast fleet of 40ft flat
racks deliver a seamless, reliable
service, no matter what the load.
So we’re not happy simply being
a world-renowned freight
forwarder. We’re fast developing
into a leading provider of
specialist equipment.

HEAVY LIFT &
CHARTERING
We love a challenge. So however big, complex or awkward your project
cargo, we’ll find a way to move it quickly and safely, from one tonne bulk
bags to 1600 tonne tandem lifts. In fact, factory relocations and oil or
energy projects are something of a speciality.
Unique challenges demand
unique solutions. So our
experienced, innovative teams
offer unrivalled expertise. Not
only moving the most difficult,
challenging and time-critical
cargo, but providing perfectly
matched shipping solutions.
From huge generators,
heavyweight components and
transportation, to processing
equipment and entire factories
– we transport it all across the
globe. Our in-depth market

knowledge and relationships
across the shipping industry are
second to none. Meaning we can
identify and charter the vessel
space to fit your needs and
arrange safe loading, securing and
unloading of the cargo.
We’re strong in chartering too –
operating high volume charter
services to and from Europe,
Africa and the Middle East. Our
vessels can be chartered per trip,
or on a time chartered basis, from
short sea to deep sea movements.

Working closely with carefully
selected partners in strategic
markets, we deliver safe, swift
solutions that respect the
environment. With Allseas experts
on the spot to supervise and
control the process from start
finish, we’re the only sea freight
forwarder you need.

CONTAINERISED
FREIGHT
With weekly global departures and service contracts
with every major carrier, we’ll make sure your cargo is
moved on time and on budget. So whether it’s transit
time or price-critical, we’re confident of providing the
best containerised solution for your freight.
Thanks to our NVOCC contracts
with major shipping lines, we offer
weekly Full Container Load (FCL)
services to most destinations
around the world, including
General Purpose, High Cube,
Flat Rack, Open Top, Platform
and Refrigerated containers.
Should you need to send less than
container load shipments (LCL),
we receive continuous shipments

at our Aberdeen, Birmingham,
London (East and West), Leeds
and Manchester depots. We also
offer regular, dedicated LCL
services to all global destinations
and freight forwarding services
to some of the toughest to reach
parts of the world. So if you’re
looking to cut down costs and
delivery times, look no further.

AIR
FREIGHT

We’ve been developing our air freight experience for more
than 10 years now, building great relationships with international
carriers around the world. We’ve also honed our customer
experience to perfection through our air division, offering
a full, market-leading logistics package. All delivered by
industry experts and supported by transparent, leading-edge
information management.

Export

Import

World-class service, worldwide

Our commercial contracts and
buying power with all the major
Airlines and GST Agents means we
can negotiate the most competitive
rates for your export cargo.
Through our global network
partnerships we offer the very best
ground agents for efficiency on
cost effective solutions.

Our global network currently has
more than 600 trusted agents,
for the most flexible, competitive
rates worldwide and maximum
neutrality. We also offer cross trade
point-to-point, along with ERTS
bonded warehouse at all major UK
airports for goods in transit. Better
still, our Air Courier service offers a
wide range of standard and
bespoke UK and International
services, whatever your needs,
whatever your industry.

• Wide range of time-defined
and specialist services
• All cargo shipment types,
from express courier and
hand deliveries to heavy lift
and air charter
• Choice of standard connections
and fixed schedules
• Air freight charters, arranged
to fit your exact needs
• Renowned trade buying rates
for competitive pricing
• Door-to-door services to any
destination in the world.

DYNAMIC
RESOURCING
At Allseas Global Supply Chain we understand that our clients are unique
and we pride ourselves on listening to their requirements, so that we can
provide an individually tailored solution meeting our client’s needs.
We can offer services across the entire supply
chain from initial product manufacturing
through to end delivery. We offer a fully
integrated, end-to-end service designed to
create value across a broad range of industry
sectors and all modes of transport.
•	Design – we provide individual tailored
programmes for our clients, with strategic
network planning tested in a safe
environment prior to implementation.
Competitive advantage ensured through the
harnessing or Allseas scale and access to a
worldwide network of partners.

•	Manage and Simplify – we enable visibility
to our clients through one cockpit, managing
the patchwork of data and documents,
customs, duty and tax, reporting, risk analysis
and avoidance.
•	Operate – we deliver operational excellence
that keeps clients in the driving seat, sourcing
best in class 3PL operations, including order
management, transport planning, booking
and invoice verification.
•	Continuously Improve – operating in a jointvalue environment, we work to clearly defined
efficiency and service improvement targets,
striving for shared innovation whilst providing
access to Allseas logistics expertise.

Dynamic Resourcing
Our Dynamic Resourcing service is exclusive
to Allseas Global Supply Chain clients.
Dynamic resourcing is the smart word for a
“Plug and Play” resource solution. It allows for
intelligent resource to be instantly embedded
into your organisation.
Our partnership carries no bias to any
particular provider, our specialists assimilate
into clients’ businesses, vigorously protecting
their interests, focusing only on business
growth at the most competitive price.

Key benefits
•	Minimises cost – Our first approach is always
to minimise financial exposure for a client,
with FTE generally one of the highest areas
of cost in any business.
• Supports project delivery – When delivering
a change management programme,
Dynamic Resourcing helps to keep up the
momentum of project delivery within timeline,
quickly bringing skilled individuals to an area
requiring improvement.

•	Avoids employment costs – Dynamic
Resourcing delivers a fast and intelligent
solution without the client needing to
employ FTE with the associated costs of
healthcare programmes, screening, agency
fees and such.
•	Flexible and scalable – The Dynamic
Resourcing team are only in place as long as
required and if the client wishes to keep the
individuals post-project, they are welcome to
employ them at a cost far below market rate.

OUR SERVICES
• Breakbulk & Out of Gauge
• Containerised Freight
• Heavy lift & Chartering
• Air Freight
• Bulkers
• Supply Chain Logistics
• Shipping Line Agency

T: + 44 (0)330 555 5555
E: info@allseasglobal.com
allseasglobal.com

